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Introduction

Empirical data show that language transfer (LT). İn language leaming, is probably

the most prevalent process overall, if not with intermediaıe and advanced leamers,
cerıainly with beginners. The existence of such a language behaviour cannot be denİed by

any scholar İnvolved in the field of language leaming and teaching.

Transfer from the native language (NL) to the target language (TL) ma)' eccıır

resulting from variolis reasaııs, and İts intensity may change from one sİtuatian to another.

it asserts iıself İn all, phonological. semantic, grammarkal and orthographic elements.

Belaw. we will deal wİth these elemenıs referring to elicited empirical data from language

le3rners of different nationalities.

Phonolngical Transfer

Te3chers tei1ching phonetics in the classroom mak e their best to get leamers to
produce the sounds desired. V'lhile doing so. they mal' observe that same leamers do not

see m to have much difficulty producing same sounds. and yct find it rather difficult with

so me other sounds. The difficultl' is such that teachers mal' eften preve of little heIp
assisting swdents to sumıoum il. Early diagnosis and treatment are of crucial İmportance

here.

OUT observations and previous studies suggest that quite a significant number of
pure vov.'els and almost all diphthongs and triphthongs in English cause major problem s

for Turkish learners of English. and theyare all prone to be replaced with Turkish-
soıınding short voweb. Asimilar sound repIacement holds tme of the Iwl phoneme in

English. The non-existence of this sound in word-İnitial position of Turkish lexical items

leads Turkish leamers of English to repIace it with lvi in this word pasition. In a

coınparative/contrastive study. ane will probabll' notice that there are so many other

dissimilaritİes between the Turkish and the English sound systems. and that such

differences will assert theınselves İn TL production of language leamers depending on

i See Baoa. E. (JY93).
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their knowledge of TL level. Sİnce consonant c!usters do not exist in Turkish, for

instanee, !earners may even be notİeed to epemhesise such clusters with sounds, making

the word sound more like an İtem in theİr NL.

Due to the very restricted occurrence of the [sh] sound in Japanese, Japanese

learners of English are rather prone to replace thİs sound with [s] İn theİr English

production. Hinds (1986) states that "it has been İndicated in [he linguistic journal Gengo
by the editarİal board that there is a shift in pronunciation among young females in which

the fricatİve preceding iii remains [s] rather than [sh]". Given the fact that the [sh] sound

ACCUfSonly before Iii, and in all other word envİronments realised as [s], the Japanese

leamer of English will tend to prodace the English [sh] as [sJ.

Sİmilarly, it is, for example, very comman wİth Arabic leamers of English to

produce [he Ipi sound İn English as Ibi. In such a situ3[ion, the first and simplest

explanation that comes to rnind is that the sound Ipi does not exist in Arabic. and that the

leamer simply replaces this sound with the phonologically closest sound, ibi, in his NL,

Arabic.

Semanıic Transfer

This type of transfer. if not as prevalent as phonological transfer, still has a wide
rangç of uccuITenee in TL learning. In this type of transfer TL karners, relying on v-lOrd

resemblances in NL. give way to semantic transfer from [he NL to the TL. in man)' cases

Ieading to misunderstanding of the desİred meaning. Let us have a look at [he following

sentenees. They were elicited from various leamers of English İn spontaneous situations.

i. i went to a /ihraı}. to buy a book. (French)

2. Joe is very iııteresting. (Turkish)

3. i will COJltrol if he is there. (Gennan)

4. He is aformal friend. (Spanish)

5. Are you mad? (Arabic)

6. She is "'cariııg her COal. (Japanese)

it is very obvious that the employment of the \ı"ord/ihrar)' in seııı~'rıee(1) is an
outeome of a semantie transfer. Lihrairie İn French means hookshop in English and not
/ihrar.\'. Not finding the right word to express meaning. the learner, apparemly, being

2 In a sltldy "".c conductcd with Turkish swdcnlS learning English as a foreign language. wc lım'e found aııı ıhat
TlIrl\ish sıudents. who were ıhen al a non-~ginner IcveL. epenıhesised some consonantal dusTers provided for
them in a set of words.
3 For elaboration on thesc sounds. see Nasr. R.T. (1963); and al-Ani. S.H. (1970).
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'lured' by the phonologieal resemblanee of the two words, used the word she thought
would pass for bookshop.

The word interesting in English displays a posİtive connotatian to the natiye

speaker of English. Turkish leamers of English usually perceive the word as used in

Turkish, enteresa/1, to mean slrange. weil'd, eccentrİc. Thus, such a usage of the word
interesıiııg in English in scntenee (2) elemly retleets a process of semantic transfer from

Turkish to English production.

In scorence (3), resemblances in the phonological nature of the words 1.:01l1rolIİere/l

in GenTIan and cO/1trol in English leads the German leamer of English to transfer this verb

to his English production. In this sentenee, again, we faee a process of semantk transfer

from the NL to the TL. Similarly. the word format in sentence (4) reflects asimilar

process of transfer as previous sentenees. Formal in Spanish. which means reliable in

English, proves to be 'unreliable' to Spanish learners of English. The leamer. being

attraeted by exaet orthographic identieality and phonologieal resemblanee, does not

hesitate to employ the word İn her English production.

The process that causes semantic transfer in sentenee (5) is different from the ones

in the previous senteııees. The word mejulilin in Arabie has two meanings in English: mad

and cra:y (The faet, though. is that the se words differ more İn eOlmotation than
denotaıion). The speaker, not being able to differentiate bety.,'een the Iwo. employs the

more frequently used counterpart. mad in hi:; utteranee. of eourse, leading to a semantie

transfer from his NL to the TL

Asimilar situation. as in sentenee (5), occurs with the word wear in sentenee (6).

The wordkİru İn Japanese is polysemic, and may mean either put 0/1or wear in English.
The learner. probably. unaware of the slight semantic difference between the two.
employs the word wear to express an aetion in progress. Regarding why the leamer did

not employ PULon İIlSfead of H'ear. she told the researcher in a protocol held with her that

"wear İs easİer f() use", and possibly is given prioriıy in Japanese-English dictionaries
when deflning the word kiru.

Grammatical Transfer

If not as prevalent as the previously dİscussed two types of transfer, grammatica!
transfer constitutes Jn imporranıoeeurrenee with learners of English. As examples for
grammatical transfer. we can cİte the following sentenees. elicited from learners of
English in spontaneous sİtuarions:
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ı. You have right. (Turkish French teacher)

2. What are you dailig in your free time? (Turkish)

3. Buı there were many Christian in that area. (Japanese)

4. Only ıhese Iwo cit)' have an experience of alomic bomb (Japanese)

5. You are ftOm Turkey? (Arabic)

6. You play fooıball here? (Arabic)

Semeııee (I), in which the speaker means 'you are right', reflecıs a process of
grammatical transfer. though not from the speaker's NL but his TL. French. Had the
speaker resoned to his NL, Turkish, he would, ptObably, have been able to employ a more
similar structure to the one empIoyed in the recanstructed sentence 'you are dght', The
Turkish version of the recanstrucred seotenee 'YOııare riglu' İs '(Sen) haklısın", and has
relatively closer seınan~;~and symactic relatian to the reconstructed scmenee than does
the French scotenee 'Vous G\'ez raison i Tu as raison', which the speaker negatively
transferred to his English produetion.

A similar process oecurs in sentenee (2) produeect by a Turkish leamer of English.

Wc can clearly observe that the NL s[ruetme. prescm progressive - eOlnlııonl)' used in
Turkish for expressing habitually-performed actions - has been transferred to English.

While ıhe Turkish version of 5-enrenee (2) (when literaBy tran<.;lated)Boş :amal/lanııda lll'
yapıyorsu/l'!' sounds perfeetly eorrect to a nmivc "peakcl' of Turkish. con...idering ilS

eomextual relation. the English semence, 'What are you doirıg iıı yoıırji'cc time?'. does not

to the English language natiye speaker.

Japanese has aetualIy apıural marker which distinguishes the plural noun from the

singular noun. However, it does not have a marker to indicate plurality in enurnemtive

phmses such as 'three hooks'. Stemming from this lack in their language, Japanese ıeamers

of English usuaııy lend lo praduce senlences as in (3) and (4) above. in which [hey

indicare the quantity (3) and/or number (4) preceding the noun, and yet Icave [he odun

unmarked by not adding the English plural marker -s (-es, -ies). On this basis. one can

assume that irregular nouns in English may eaııse les.;; difficıılry for .bpanese leamers of

English than may regular nouııs.

Similarly, Turkish does not have apıural mark er in eoumerative phrases either.

Thus. it is quite usual for a Turkish leamer of English ro produce sentenees with NPs

utlnurked with the English plural marker s (es. ies) as in the semences belo\-\':

L.There are five sllIden! in rhe class.

2.There are a lot of cal' on the road.
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Interrogative marking in Arabic is conspicuousll' different from that in English. In

fact. while interrogation in English requires sl'ntactic reordering and pitch variation in the

pronunciation of a sentence, Arabic, perrnitting the sl'ntactic order to remain unchanged,

mal' manage perfectll' well with pitch variation only. We can observe that Arabic leamers
of English transfer this feature of their NL, as seen in sentences (5) and (6) above, to their

English production.

Orthographic and Script Transfer

Ortlıograplıic transfer is perhaps the least prevalent type of transfer among

language leamers. Different spelling conventions between languages seem to constitute a

major source for orthographic transfer from one language to another. Words of cognate

origin can be spelt differentI)' in languages w~ich are (or are not) geneticall)' related:

Turkish istasyon for French station (no subsequent vowels in same syllabIe in words of

Turkish origin); Turkish maraton for English mara/han (no 'th' İn same syllable in
Turkish) German aktlfa! for English GC/lfa! (no 'c' in this cluster in Gennan): Turkish

'kısinI' for Arabic 'qism' (no doubled consonants in same syllable in words of Turkish
origin): Spanish 'con/u' for English '('omma' (no doubled consonanfS in Spanish). etc. lt is

ver)' likely that these and man)" other spelling conventions will have so me effect on
k:.ırııer-;' onhographic rroduction~ in the TL.

Learner~ of languages with a different script from thaı of Latin tend Lo allow this

type of transfer to occur more than those who belong to language families with Latin

script. Thus. one can expect Japanese and/or Anıbic leamers of English tO transfer same

script characteristics of their NLs to English. though karners mal' be quite famiHar wİth

Latin script due to romanisation of the NL script.

Although Turkish leamers of English do not seem to have any problem with
English orthography. different writing conventions in the two language s, English and
Turkish. may in same cases pose same problems for Turkish speakers. Regarding these
conventions. Thompson (1990) states that a\though Turkish makes use of punctuation
marks of Latin+scrİpt langu:.ıges. it empIoys the m in its own way. He stresses the
differences of the punctuating system between the two languages, as foJlows:

I. A comma is usually written after the topic of a sentence, which of ten happens to
be the subject:

2. ';:My faıher. works in a factory.

3. Subordinate clauses are usually not marked off with commas:

4. ""When you get home please rel11ember to telephone me.
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5. Sentenees opening wirh the eguivalem of he said, i imagil1C, It's ohvioııS and

sİmilar expressİons use a eomma af ter the partiele ki (=that), whieh gives rise to:

6. *He told that, his passport at Home Office.

7. A eomma often separates two eo-ordinate clauses:

8.She has a good voice. she enjoys singing.

9.Sentenccs openİng \I,,'iıhçiinkii (=because. explaining what has gone before)
normalJy stand after a full stop:

10. She was tÜ'ed. :"Because worked very hard.

! ı. Colons are used as in English, but are usually foJlowed by capital letters. Semi-
coJons are Iittle used.

12. Quoted speeeh İs found between EngJİsh-style İnverted commas. between
«and». or unmarked.

13. Often a quoted single word or phrase is enclosed in parenthesİs - where
English might underline or use bold type - is shown by capital letters or eve n inverted
commas.

Due to the reecntl)' anained similarİties between punctuation marks in their NL and
English. Arabic spe3kers do not tend to face gre3t difficulrl' in employing punctuaıing

conventİons. However. aıle sriii \\'ould notice that capiraiisation is a major problem. A
series of con"ecutive "entence-- \\ iıh u!1capiralised. il1irial \\ords. and

"en tcnce-; beginning
\vİth 'And' or 'So' can frequeIltI)" be observed among these speakers.

i
\'on-linguistic Fuctors Affccting Language Transfer5

ir is \,,'idely beJieved that rime and imensiry (~f{llsrruClin!/ may have negative or

positive impact on TL perfoflnance. Empirical data indicate that the more time
devoıed to instructian the less likely LT is tO occur. However, contrasting views

certainly do exİst concerning rhis thesİs.

i The degree of involvernen! in the TL cUllUre affects learners' understanding and

appreciation of TL cu/rııra! and societal characterisÜcs. Integration (though not

assimilation) with ıhe TL comınunity may enabIe le3rners to distinguish bet\ı,:een

what İs to be embraced and what İs to be left ouı- AlIowing for such a cIoseness

between leamers and the TL community may pave rhe \vay for Jearners to attain full

eomprehension of cu!turaJ and societal elements of the TL. Therefore. Jearners

should be exposed to varianı euhural and societal c!ıaraeteristks so that they come

-+
"

i~\\ünh aur \vhilc menıioning ıha! such tlsage musl nOI be (rcaıd in aparaıle! way wiıh ıhe le..;s (rclILle!)!.
and more sıylisıic.
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tO grips wİth the reality that words such as 'cues' are not always sticks in hilliards.

'pors' containers. 'tonıs' tOfficats, and 'cauU' a word which does not exist in a Ieamer

usage of 'so' and 'and' at the beginning of English sentences such as (i) and (2) taken from
Ackroyd (1990:xiv):

i. So for those two days the crowds of people passed by in processian. manyol' them dropping
tlowersonlohis coffin u "amongwhich,"hissons<ıid."were afterwardsfoundseveralsmailrough
bouquetsaftlawers tied up with pieeesofrags:'
2. And can wc nal see something of the nationaloutline. too, in Charles Dickens's brisk. anxious
stride across the façe of the world u <iman of so much assuraııceand of so Illuch doubt. of so mueh
energy and so much turmoiJ?"

5 Studies on Jangu;ıge transfer resulting from factars relaıed to linguistic competenee are in
abufııdançe. Cürdcr (1981): Selinker (1972:1989;1992): and Tarone (1976; 1980;1983) ar e only a
few of the many in this field.

6For insıance, while Taylor (1975) states that "as the learner leams mare abouı the TL, reliance on
the NL will decreasc". to Andersen (1983). NL transfer increases as knowledge of the second
language inercases. YeL our observ<ıtions and 10ng-terın experience with TL learners teıı us that
Taylor's vic\\' secms rest on ciınorc solid ground.

dictionary. Learners ınusr be made aware that such lexical items and alike ın:ıy find

rheir röpectablç places 011 thç price tags for Ill:ıııy fruits i.md Yegetahlö at an)

greengrocer's in the UK: cııes for cucıımhers.potsfor porarOl'S.fOn/Sj(i!"iutlıııfOCS,
(lııd c(lııli Lo!" c(ll/lif/mn'/", Lack of such cultural aspects and alike is surely ıo give
hard time to TL leanıers.

i Personali,)' characterisrics may affeet learners' produetion of language in same
rarher interesting way. Empirical studies show that introvert learners tend to
become more reticent. and thus during communication. more conscious of the
language they eınploy. \\'hat mattersmost for them is eorrectness. and they tend to
be very cautious in order not to let their NL knowledge interfere in their TL
produetion. Those with extravert personalities, however, tend to be more
communicative and function~oriented.Linguistie purity in the TL is not ot greal
concem for them; all is fair as long as they deliver the message to their imerlocutor.

No doubt that language teachers affect the intensity of the transferprocess in some
ways. For instance. they m:ıy or may not intervenewhen they notice that the leamer
is relying on NL. in which case the process ınay to sonıe extenı be slowed do\\'11or
let go with no İntervention. The manner and style of intervention, ho\-\'ever. is
extremely important here. since the aim is aminimised NL transfer. and not a

i
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breakdown in communication. Teachers rnay sometimes utterly ignore the exjstence

of transfer, in which case NL-stemmiog fossiIisation may occur. Thus. [heir efforts

are extremely significant regarding a 'rampanı' or 'minimiscd' LT.

Conclnsion

\Ve have seen that LT occurs İn various language dOl11ains of the Tl leamer. and

may indecd impede language [eaming to some extenr due to the fact that characteristics of

NL ma)' not of ten correspond to cuhural and/or (inguistic elements in the TL. Can LT be
avoided? Yes, it can. HO\v'ever. as see n above, time and intensity of instruciion. degree of

invojvemem in the TL euhure. personality traits of [he le3mer. and the teacher. ali seern to

play a pivotal part in İts deerease or İncrease.
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